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• 3 Benchmark Assessments for beginning, middle, and end of year.
• Separate assessments for literature and informational text.  
• Data Analysis Excel Sheet

→ Each benchmark includes 6 passages with approximately 4 
questions per second grade standard. 

→ All passages are in the 2nd - 3rd Grade Common Core Text 
Complexity Band (420L-820L).

→All passages have certified Lexile® levels. 

→Data tracking sheet to show student progress and target areas 
of focus.  



It is important to track student progress. 

To accurately track progress, I recommend administering the assessment at 3 points 
throughout the year with consistent testing conditions. I have split the fiction and nonfiction 
assessments up, so teachers can break testing up into at least two days. 

At the beginning of the year, it is important to assess student’s knowledge to help you make 
informed decisions about instruction. 

How to Use Results
• Determine which students are above, below, or on grade level. 
• Determine general trends for the entire class. What are areas of focus for all students?

During the middle of the year, assessing student growth and areas of weakness helps 
teachers implement appropriate instruction and interventions. 

How to Use Results
• Track student progress by comparing results to the beginning of the year. 
• Determine which standards need to be retaught to the whole class, in small groups, or 

individually.
• Target students for interventions

At the end of the year, assess students to track student growth over the year. This serves as 
a tool for teachers to show student improvement and also tells teachers if students are 
preforming at grade level expectations. 

How to Use Results
• Track student progress by comparing results to the beginning and middle of the year. 
• Determine if students are performing at grade level. 
• Develop goals with students and parents



The Lexile Framework® for Reading measures are scientific, quantitative text levels. When the 
Lexile of a text is measured, specific, measurable attributes of the text are considered, 
including, but not limited to, word frequency, sentence length, and text cohesion. These are 
difficult attributes for humans to evaluate, so a computer measures them. 

Common Core State Standards uses Lexile level bands as one measure of text complexity. 
Text complexity ranges ensure students are college and career ready by the end of 12th

grade. Lexile measures help educators scaffold and differentiate instruction as well as monitor 
reading growth. 

Keep in mind when using any leveled text that many students will need scaffolding and 
support to reach text at the high end of their grade band. According to Appendix A of the 
Common Core Standards, “It is important to recognize that scaffolding often is entirely 
appropriate. The expectation that scaffolding will occur with particularly challenging texts is 
built into the Standards’ grade-by-grade text complexity expectations, for example. The 
general movement, however, should be toward decreasing scaffolding and increasing 
independence both within and across the text complexity bands defined in the Standards.”

Grade Band Lexile® Bands Aligned to 

Common Core Expectations

K-1 N/A

2-3 420L-820L

4-5 740L-1010L

6-8 1185L-1385L

ABOUT LEXILE LEVELS
Common Core Kingdom, LLC is a certified Lexile® Partner. These texts are 
officially measured and approved by Lexile and MetaMetrics® to ensure 
appropriate rigor and differentiation for students. 
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Medusa

Long ago there was a beautiful woman named Medusa. People admired 
Medusa for her beauty. She had gorgeous long blonde hair. Medusa always bragged 
to others about her beauty. She loved to stare at her reflection in the mirror. 

One day Medusa went to visit the goddess Athena’s temple. Everyone who 
visited Athena obeyed her. That is, except Medusa. Medusa said the temple was 
wasted on Athena. She thought the temple should belong to her because she was 
much more beautiful. Medusa stared at her reflection in a mirror on the wall in the 
temple. Suddenly, Athena appeared in the mirror. 

“Foolish girl!” Athena yelled at Medusa. “You think beauty is all that matters? 
All you do is brag about yourself. Looks are not everything. You will see soon.”

Suddenly, Medusa saw her reflection in the mirror transform. Her hair turned 
into slithering snakes. Medusa looked like a monster. 

510L

Athena spoke again. “Anyone who looks 
at you will turn to stone! Even if you look at 
your reflection, you will turn to stone.” 

Athena sent Medusa to live in a cave 
with blind monsters who could not be turned 
to stone. She did not want other people to 
accidentally look at her. As Medusa 
wandered about, snakes dropped from her 
hair and slithered to the earth. This is how 
snakes came to inhabit earth. 



Benchmark Assessment: Medusa

Answer the following Questions. 

1. What was Medusa like in the beginning of the story? (Choose all that apply.) (RL.3.1)

a. Medusa was foolish. 

b. Medusa was honest. 

c. Medusa was beautiful. 

d. Medusa was conceited. 

2. How did Medusa’s actions towards Athena effect the next events in the story? (RL.3.3)

a. Athena scared Medusa with snakes. 

b. Medusa took the temple from Athena. 

c. Medusa decided to hide from Athena in a cave. 

d. Athena took revenge on Medusa and took away her beauty. 

3. What lesson does Medusa learn? (RL.3.2)

a. Beauty lasts longer than modesty. 

b. People with a wicked heart look wicked. 

c. Beauty is more important than personality. 

d. Being humble is more important than beauty. 

4. What does the myth of Medusa explain? (RL.3.2)

a. Where snakes came from

b. Why Athena is a goddess

c. How Medusa became queen

d. How Medusa became a snake
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Poem Medusa
By Oliver Herford

How did Medusa do her hair?

The question fills me with despair.

It must have caused her sore distress

That head of curling snakes to dress.

Whenever after endless toil

She coaxed it finally to coil,

The music of a Passing Band

Would cause each separate hair to stand

On end and sway and writhe and spit, —

She couldn’t “do a thing with it."

And, being woman and aware

Of such disaster to her hair,

What could she do but petrify

All whom she met, with freezing eye?



Benchmark Assessment: Medusa
Answer the following Questions. 

5. Based on the story and the poem about Medusa, what is the meaning of the word petrify as it is used 
in the lines below? (RL.3.4)

What could she do but petrify
All whom she met, with freezing eye?

a. To scare

b. To worry

c. To turn into stone

d. To turn into a snake

6. Read the following verse from the poem Medusa. 

She coaxed it finally to coil,

Why did the author choose the word coil? (RL.3.4)

a. Both snakes and hair can coil. 

b. Medusa’s hair was very messy. 

c. Medusa wanted to curl her hair. 

d. People were repulsed by Medusa. 

7. Which line helps the reader visualize how the snakes in Medusa’s hair behave? (RL.3.5)

a. Verse 3

b. Verse 2

c. Verse 9

d. Verse 11
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Benchmark Assessment: Medusa

8. Look at the illustrations from both the story and the poem. How does each illustration convey the mood 
of the text? (RL.3.7)

a. The story illustration conveys a scary mood, while the poem illustration conveys a 

humorous mood. 

b. The story illustration conveys a mysterious mood, while the poem illustration conveys a 

scary mood. 

c. The story illustration conveys a depressing mood, while the poem illustration conveys 

an angry mood. 

d. The story illustration conveys a lighthearted mood, while the poem illustration conveys 

a humorous mood. 

9. How is the author’s point of view in the poem Medusa different from the point of view of the author 
of the story? (RL.3.6)

a. The author of the poem thinks Medusa is scary, while the author of the story thinks 

Medusa is funny. 

b. The author of the poem has a humorous point of view, while the author of the story 

has a serious point of view. 

c. The narrator of the poem is telling his point of view, while the story is told from 

Medusa’s point of view.

d. The author of the poem thinks Medusa is a goddess, while the author of the story 

thinks Athena is a goddess. 
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WHERE DO ANTS BUILD THEIR COLONIES
Ants build their colonies in many places. Some are underground or in the walls of 

houses. Others build their colonies under rocks or in a dead tree. Colonies start small and 
get bigger to make room for more ants. Very big colonies have corridors and chambers 
called nests. 

The biggest ant colony in the world was in Japan. It had 45,000 nests that joined 
each other through tunnels. This ant city was 670 acres. More than 400 million ants lived 
there.

550L All About Ants

Ant Population

Region
Number of

species

Neotropics 2,162

Nearctic 580

Europe 180

Africa 2,500

Asia 2,080

Melanesia 275

Australia 985

Polynesia 42

Ants are tough little critters. Don’t let 
their size fool you. They’re strong and fast. 
Some of them have painful stings! Ants live 
everywhere on Earth except Antarctica. 

There are many kinds of ants. Bullet 
Ants live in the jungle and have the most 
painful sting in the world. Fire Ants bite so 
hard, you may have to go to the doctor for 
medicine. Carpenter Ants build their nests in 
wood, and they can damage houses and 
furniture.

Some things are the same for all ants.

ANTS ARE SOCIABLE
Some insects like to live on their own. 

Not ants! Ants like to be with other ants. An 
ant wouldn’t live long if it lived on its own. 
Ants live in colonies. A colony is like a 
neighborhood for ants. Every ant in the 
colony has a special job to do. Ants live and 
work together so that the colony survives 
and thrives.



QUEEN ANTS
Every colony has one or more queen ants. Very big colonies, like the one in Japan, 

can have one million queen ants. Queen ants have only one job to do. They must lay lots of 
eggs to make more ants. Queen ants have wings, and they’re bigger than other ants. They 
also live longer. Other ants live for a year or two, but the queen lives for ten years or 
more.

MALE ANTS
Male ants are called drones. Drones don’t do any work in the colony. Their only job is 

to mate with the queen so she can lay lots of eggs. Drones are the smallest ants in the 
colony. They don’t live long because they die after mating with the queen.

WORKER ANTS
Worker ants are all females. They’re called worker ants for a good reason: they do 

all the work in a colony. Worker ants build the colonies and nests. They find food and carry 
it to the nest. They look after the queen’s babies. Some worker ants are also soldiers. 
They protect the colony from enemies. Worker ants are very strong. They can carry 
things that are much bigger and heavier than they are. When they work together in a 
team, they can even carry a small plum!

Ants are quite amazing. While there are many different types, their colonies are 
similar. Next time you see an ant, think about the job it may have!

Ant Lifecycle



Benchmark Assessment: All About Ants
Answer the following Questions. 

14. What do queen ants do? (RI.3.1)

a. They protect the ant colony. 

b. They feed baby ants. 

c. They mate with drones and lay eggs. 

d. They build nests. 

15. What is the meaning of the word corridor as it is used in this passage? (RI.3.4)

a. Trail

b. Tunnel

c. Pipeline

d. Chamber

16. What is the main idea of the paragraph under the heading “Ants are Sociable”? (RI.3.2)

a. Ants live in colonies. 

b. Ants don’t live long. 

c. Every ant has a job. 

d. Some insects like to live alone. 

17. Why do ants live in colonies? (Choose all that apply.) (RI.3.3)

a. Ants work together. 

b. Ants have a lifecycle. 

c. Ants are similar to people. 

d. Ants each have an important job for their colony.

18. What is the purpose of the table in this article? (Choose all that apply.) (RI.3.5)

a. The table shows where ants do not live. 

b. The table shows how many ants live in the world. 

c. The table shows how many species of ants live in each region. 

d. The table shows the continent, Africa has the most amount of ant species. ©Julie Bochese



Benchmark Assessment: All About Ants

19. What is the diagram in this article showing? (RI.3.7)

a. The different jobs of ants

b. How many eggs female ants lay

c. How ants change in their lifecycle

d. Why queen ants are most important

20. With which statement would the author likely agree? (RI.3.6)

a. Ants have important jobs. 

b. Ants are bothersome to humans. 

c. People should stay away from ants. 

d. Ants are the most important insect. 

21. Read these sentences from the passage:

Some insects like to live on their own. Not ants! Ants like to be with other ants.

How did the author connect her ideas in these sentences? (RI.3.8)

a. The author is comparing ants to other insects. 

b. The author is describing the social structure of ants. 

c. The author is explaining the cause of ants being sociable. 

d. The author is giving the steps ants take to complete their jobs. 

22. Which fact could be added under the subheading Queen Ants? (RI.3.5)

a. Ants have two stomachs. 

b. Ants are related to wasps and bees. 

c. Ants don’t have ears, but use vibrations to hear. 

d. In some species of ants, if the queen dies, the entire colony will die too. 
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